
ENFORD PARISH PLAN SURVEY REPORT - FINAL COMMENTS

Q70 - Anything else you would like to say about how the quality of life of people living in the parish of Enford might be 

improved?

we love living where we live. Perfect in every way-

Can't wave a wand but it would be good to see a far more selfess community where folks couild meet up or simply pass by and 

nod. It is difficult to draw people out of self. The hall is great but there is no centre but this is only my opinion.

-

People's privacy and way of life should be respected. Not everyone wants to join in - that's not a bad thing and doesn't mean 

they're unhappy

-

What about a village meeting once or twice a year A way of gettng people involved. 

There is nowhere else we would rather live. Our little piece of heaven

-

Less through traffic. Why the very late night shelling? Not often but annoying.Syndicate for buying heating oil - cheaper-

We love it here. peaceful, lovely running routes, love the Newsletter and people seem friendly-

My main concern is that the elderly and peole with disabilies cannot get to the entertainments in the evenings. Also I think a 

mini bus for trips in Summre

-

No direct menyion of crime. My vehicle was stolen last week.-

Parking can be very frustrating. That's our only issue.-

A street light at the bottom of the bridleway towards the bottom of Water Lane.-

Casual farming using over-sized modern tractors on C road. Breaking down verges.-

Keep building on all the improvements to recent activities, eg. fete, bonfire night, children's parties, etc.-

Improvements to the quality of life of people living in Enford will be costly. We must be sure that the improvements we seek to 

make are achievable in financial terms and, above all, are truly wanted throughout the whole village.

-

Many people choose to live here because it is peaceful, isolated and unspoilt, so it is important to preserve the character of the 

place. On the other hand, with the many options for home entertainment these days, there is an ever increasing tendency to 

withdraw from communal activity and stay at home - this is not healthy for the community. The solution is more, and more 

interesting, opportunities for people (of all ages and backgrounds) to meet up together. This, in turn, means getting more 

people involved in the running of the parish, so as to better distribute the workload while, at the same time, bringing in fresh 

ideas and energy.

-

Measures to reduce traffic noise from the Upavon/Amesbury main road.-

No speed limit through Coombe where street lighting pooor and no street lighting provided makes walking on road hazardous, 

particualrly at night

-

The preparation of a feasible parish plan could do much - we need to keep the impetus going-

Improve the Swan and get people running it who can connect with customers-

Flood Plan - opening hatches on river?-

Remember that a community is formed of people not facilities or buildings.-

A more lively pub!

A type of Wiggly bus.

-

Enford is a peaceful and attractive place to live for those who choose to live here. It does not have shops, public phone, school 

or other facilities but does have reasonable public transport to nearby locations. It should remain so.

-

Reducing the speed of traffic, and the size of vehicles travelling through the parish.-

Difficult to put it into words but it would be nice for the community to gel a bit more as, at times, there seems to be a class 

division.

-

We live on the A345. Heavy traffic has a major impact on our lives, Discourage heavy traffic on such a small road.-

We love living here in Compton and feel very privilieged to be able to. We would like to make more effort to become part of the 

community.

-

We are very lucky to live in such a happy village.-

We would like a shop. Some people have no car, and to get on a bus, just for bread or milk, is not good.-

Would like something done for the over-60s.-

We see little in this questionnaire that is relevant to the village's development. The kind of question that should have been 

asked was: can the village warrant having two halls? One of which is a modern building, with up to date facilities and spare 

capacity, the other in deperate need of modernisation. Surely the site of the old building (once demolished) could be used to 

provide off-street parking for Longstreet, thus making the street safer for all.

-
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